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MILK

	

Dairy farmers have been avidly promoting the consumption of milk in recent years .
FOR

	

"Drink Milk for Health" has been one of numerous slogans used in the campaigns i n
HEALTH the dairy centers of the nation . Within the last half century, much has been don e

to insure the cleanliness and purity of the milk which people drink, but man' s
propensity for dirtying up his environment threatens a half century of progress in milk
handling . Already, as previously pointed out in PNL, much research is in progress to dis-
cover methods for inexpensive removal of radioactive contamination from milk . But as yet ,
such methods are not being used commercially .

The United States Public Health Service reported, on August 11, 1963, that the amoun t
of radioactive strontium-90 in the nation's milk reached a record level in May and probabl y
will go even higher during the next several months !

The new and unprecedented levels of contamination are a direct result of atmospheri c
tests conducted last year by the United States and the Soviet Union . The Federal Radiation
Council, however, points out that the count in May was far below the amount man can consum e
annually without risk of physical injure- . (Boston Globe, Aug . 13)

It must be pointed out that the permissible limits have been raised this year . Thi s
raises questions as to why the limits have been raised . It has been suggested that raisin g
the limits. makes the increase in radioactive fallout appear to be less dangerous than woul d
have been the case had the limits not been raised .

This most recent reminder of the extent of radioactive fallout is one good reason fo r
favorable consideration of any effort to reduce atmospheric nuclear explosions !

GOOD

	

The Nuclear Test Ban agreement reached between the United States, Great Britain ,
NEWS

	

and the Soviet Union has become a source of cautious optimism for many peopl e
FOR

	

throughout the world, and is good news for those who have been convinced that i t
PEACE

	

is possible for different social systems to live side by side, and to chang e
GROUPS

	

through interaction .

The Test Ban treaty prohibits tests of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, outer space ,
and under water, It does not prohibit tests underground .

It now appears that between 102 and 105 countries out of a total of 114 in the worl d
will adhere to the treaty . The notable exceptions are France and Communist China, with
North Korea, North Vietnam, and Cuba among the doubtful .

Reasons for the U . S . efforts to secure this treaty were given by President John F .
Kennedy in a commencement at the American University, Washington, D . C ., on June 10th. He

acknowledged that there are those in America who "say it is useless to speak of peace o r
world law or world disarmament and that it will be useless until the leaders of the Sovie t

Union adopt a more enlightened attitude . I hope they do . I believe we can help them t o
do it . "

How can the United States help the Soviet Union to change? We must examine our atti-
tudes towards peace, and we must examine our attitudes towards the Soviet Union . There i s
danger in "a distorted and desperate view of the other side ." "No government or social
system is so evil that its people must be considered as lacking in virtue . "

Both peoples, said the President, abhor war and both know the consequences which woul d
flow from the use of modern weapons . Yet "we are both caught up in a vicious and dangerou s
cycle with suspicion on one side breeding suspicion on the other, and new weapons begetting
counter weapons . "

Both sides, said the President, "have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuin e
peace and in halting the arms race . Agreements to this end are in the interests of th e
Soviet Union as well as ours---and even the most hostile nations can be relied upon to ac-
cept and keep those treaty obligations and only those treaty obligations which are in thei r
own interest . "

It was during this address that the President announced that talks looking towards a
test ban would be resumed shortly . Then he went on to point out that "no treaty, howeve r
much it may be to the advantage of all, however tightly it may be worded, can provide abso-
lute security against the risks of deception and evasion . But it can--if it is sufficientl y
effective in its enforcement and if it is sufficiently in the interests of its signers- -
offer far more security and far fewer risks than an unabated, uncontrolled, unpredictabl e
arms race ."



PRESIDENT'S

	

In sending the Test Ban Treaty to the U . S . Senate for its consideration ,
MESSAGE TO

	

President Kennedy tried to allay the fears of treaty critics . Key point s
U . S . SENATE were the following :

- "This treaty advances, though it does not assure, world peace ; and it will Inhibit ,
though it does not prohibit, the nuclear arms race ." It "will not hold the productio n
or reduce the existing stockpiles of nuclear weapons . . . . "

• "The treaty will curb the pollution of our atmosphere . While it does not assur e
the world that it will be forever free from the fears and dangers of radioactive fall -
out from atmospheric tests, it will greatly reduce the numbers and dangers of suc h

tests . "

• "This treaty does not alter the status of unrecognized regimes" should such regime s
(presumably East Germany) adhere to the treaty .

• "This treaty does not halt American nuclear progress . The United States has more
experience in underground testing than any other nation ; and we intend to use thi s
capacity to maintain the adequacy of our arsenal . Our atomic laboratories will main-
tain an active development program, including underground testing, and we will b e

ready to resume testing in the atmosphere if necessary . "

The treaty will not alter the nation's determination to maintain "military strengt h

to meet all contingencies . "

• At present the United States will benefit from a halt in nuclear tests . What other

nations could learn from unrestricted testing "might well lead to a weakening of ou r

security ." (Apparently the President had in mind the fact that the United States has

a lead in numbers and types of nuclear weapons and the means for their delivery ; henc e

other nations would have more to gain than the United States in continued testing . )

A?'TOMATIC

	

While most estimates of potential support for the Test Ban treaty in th e
RATIFICATION Senate suggest that the necessary two-thirds support will be forthcoming ,
CANNOT BE

	

it must be remembered that there are influential voices which are bein g
ASSUMED

	

heard which point out the pitfalls in such a treaty and which echo the ol d
refrain, "You can't trust the Russians ." In urging support for the treaty ,

Commonweal (August 9) concurred with President Kennedy's statement that this is "'a n
important first step" by asserting that "we have to accept the risks that step-takin g
entails," for example, the risk that the Soviet Union might resume tests .

INTERESTING Norman Cousins reminds us that the debate over the treaty involves a grou p
FOOTNOTE ON in the government which "believes that the arms race should be pursued a s
NATIONAL

	

an end in itself, forcing the Soviet Union to divert its resources and it s
DEBATE

	

energies away from its domestic economy . According to this argument Com -
munism cannot survive the indefinite and unremitting pressure of unlimite d

arms production . Eventually the people, in a state of acute deprivation, would turn o n
their masters ." This view was advocated by John Foster Dulles, although it was questione d
by President Eisenhower . It has its advocates in the Kennedy administration .

Others in government fear "that the test ban will lead to even more advanced measure s
in the field of arms control and reduction ." They believe that "the American economy i s

now dependent on a high level of military spending ; any shift downwards could be seriou s

and even catastrophic" for the economy . Others believe that reduced military budget s

would open up exciting possibilities in the economy .

"If we combine the two sets of subsurface debates, what we find is," said Mr . Cousins ,
that the opponents of a test ban pay higher tribute to the Soviet economy than they do t o

their own . They seem to feel that the Soviet economy has the ability to benefit from an

easing or the end of the arms race, whereas our own economy cannot take up the slack . "
-- Saturday Review, August 10 .
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National SANE emptiest t}bs following lass st Senators , attitudes toward the Test Ban-Treat.

--s and urges yarns town* Srtemds in theses states to encourage a more f avorahla -et.ti.tude .

States with $enatolo tb.e4

	

Strong sneeurageuaeuti

States with uncommitted lie! Senators :

Illinois « Diet
Iowa - Hickentooper
Ohio - Lauseh e

Hawaii + Pont
Iowa 0. Miller

Maryland + Beall
Missouri Symingt-on
South Dakota Mundt
Virginia Bobertsoa

States with hostile Senators :

Arizona -- Goldwater

Arkansas - McClellan

Colorado — Allott and Dominick

Georgia - Russell and Talmadg e

Idaho — Jordan
Mississippi — Eastland and Stenni s

Nebraska - Curtis and Hruska

New Mexico - Mechem
North Dakota - Young
South Carolina - Thurmond

Texas - Tower
Utah - Bennett
Virginia — Byrd
Washington — Jackso n

Wyoming -- Simpson
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favorable consideration of any effort to reduce atmospheric nuclear explosions !

GOOD

	

The Nuclear Test Ban agreement reached between the United States, Great Britain ,
NEWS

	

and the Soviet Union has become a source of cautious optimism for many peopl e
FOR

	

throughout the world, and is good news for those who have been convinced that i t
PEACE

	

is possible for different social systems to live side by side, and to chang e
GROUPS

	

through interaction .
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and under water, It does not prohibit tests underground .

It now appears that between 102 and 105 countries out of a total of 114 in the worl d
will adhere to the treaty . The notable exceptions are France and Communist China, with
North Korea, North Vietnam, and Cuba among the doubtful .

Reasons for the U . S . efforts to secure this treaty were given by President John F .
Kennedy in a commencement at the American University, Washington, D . C ., on June 10th . He
acknowledged that there are those in America who "say it is useless to speak of peace o r
world law or world disarmament and that it will be useless until the leaders of the Sovie t
Union adopt a more enlightened attitude . I hope they do . I believe we can help them to
do it . "

How can the United States help the Soviet Union to change? We must examine our atti -
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There i s
danger in "a distorted and desperate view of the other side ." No government or socia l
system is so evil that its people must be considered as lacking in virtue ."

Both peoples, said the President, abhor war and both know the consequences which woul d
flow from the use of modern weapons . Yet "we are both caught up in a vicious and dangerou s
cycle with suspicion on one side breeding suspicion on the other, and new weapons begettin g
counter weapons . "

Both sides, said the President, "have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuin e
peace and in halting the arms race . Agreements to this end are in the interests of th e
Soviet Union as well as ours---and even the most hostile nations can be relied upon to ac-
cept and keep those treaty obligations and only those treaty obligations which are in thei r
own interest . "

It was during this address that the President announced that talks looking towards a
test ban would be resumed shortly . Then he went on to point out that "no treaty, howeve r
much it may be to the advantage of all, however tightly it may be worded, can provide abso-
lute security against the risks of deception and evasion . But it can--if it is sufficientl y
effective in its enforcement and if it is sufficiently in the interests of its signers- -
offer far more security and far fewer risks than an unabated, uncontrolled, unpredictabl e
arms race . "
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